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THE AVERAGE VEHICLE THEFT VICTIM
ENDS UP SPENDING OVER $5,000.

EVEN WITH INSURANCE.
 
 

52% OF MOTORBIKES ARE NEVER
RECOVERED.

 
 

70% OF VEHICLES ARE STOLEN WITH
THEIR OWN KEYS BY BREAKING INTO

YOUR HOME.
 
 

A CAR IS STOLEN EVERY 11 MINUTES.
THAT'S OVER 40,000 CARS STOLEN EVERY

SINGLE YEAR IN AUSTRALIA.

The Best SIM Card

Phone Notifications

Long Lasting Battery

12 Month Warranty

Fast Set Up
No Wires. No 20-page instructions. All you
need to do is just charge up and turn your

Solid GPS tracker on!

Australian Support
Call or Email us and you'll always get a
quick response from someone you can

understand. Call us at 03 9015 4529.

solidgps.com

03 9015 4529

You get our world-class SIM card that
uses Telstra on the 4G network for a

fraction of the price since we buy in bulk.

If your vehicle moves and you aren't
around, a notification will hit your phone

all through our Solid GPS app.

Solid GPS lasts on average 3 to 6
 months, on a single recharge. You won't
worry about your tracker's battery life.

A lot of Solid GPS is built is Australia and
we're proud of our quality. So you get a 12

month warranty on your tracker. How Safe Is

Your Vehicle?

What You Get The Theft Problem



MEDICAL

ASSISTANCE solidgps.com

03 9015 4529

 

We started as two local Australian
riders looking for a way to protect

our bikes.
 

Then we discovered that too many
vehicles in general were being

stolen in our community.
 

After some investigation, we knew
GPS trackers were the solution.

 
But a lot of trackers were too

complex, expensive or
untrustworthy. Hurting you, more

than anyone else.
 

We knew there could be a better
way, so we built Solid GPS.  What a brilliant GPS tracker. It is 

super easy to operate, really easy to use
and has a great dashboard. Really easy to
purchase. It is also Australian owned and

operated, and competitively priced. 
- Peter S

After a lot of research I purchased the
Solid GPS. Great value, simple to

operate. Excellent and quick backup
service. I highly recommend this unit.

- Scott C

 SolidGPS is so small and easy to use.
By having it in my Hyundai Accent, it

gave me peace of mind knowing that I
could easily track my car in case it was

stolen.
- Riz A

50,000 vehicles are

stolen every year. What

can you do about it?

Why Solid GPS Ask Us Questions

What The People Say

SCAN ME

What is Solid GPS?
Solid GPS is a GPS tracker that just works. 

 
Your vehicle is tracked every time it moves
with location updates every 2 - 5 minutes.

 
You can set boundaries around your home,

work or anywhere and get alerted when
your vehicle enters/exits those areas.

 
And everything is included, from our 4G SIM

card to a super-long battery life with no
wiring involved.

https://www.google.com/maps/contrib/102818142097924097536/reviews

